VELM: a social and nature inclusive wind farm

Social and nature
inclusive wind farm.
Action speaks louder
than words.
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Wind Farm Lički Medvjed
– proud asset of the region
What happens if you combine wind, forest and wildlife? In the mountains of Otočac these elements together
create a sustainable region and a clean future by realizing the largest wind farm in Croatia. VE Lički Medvjed
sets the standard for developing wind farms in a social and nature inclusive way.
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Introduction
Lički Medvjed is an initiative of wind energy specialist Green Trust and German wind turbine manufacturer
Enercon. They are joining forces to develop a wind farm in the mountains of Otočac. By realizing this wind
farm, they want to create a sustainable region: by producing green energy, but also by enforcing nature and
wildlife. A unique wind farm in a unique mountainous landscape. Wind, nature and wildlife combined provide
a cleaner future for Croatian inhabitants and their children.
Is it possible to develop a wind farm where the region is sincerely proud off? Where inhabitants look up to
and think: “these are my windmills. They don’t only provide clean energy for a cleaner future, but I’m also
benefiting financially, and it provides work for locals.” We believe and have experience with other wind farms
that this is possible and with VELM we’re trying to reach this in several ways.

Nature inclusive development
Building wind turbines in a nature area will have without a doubt have certain impact. However, both the
initiators, Green Trust and Enercon, have a wide experience in realizing nature inclusive wind farms.
For VELM, setting a standard on developing wind farms in a nature and social inclusive way isn’t just talk,
actions speak louder than words and the wind farm will take a lot of measures to mitigate.

Flamingo's during the
construction of
Windpark Krammer
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Both the initiators, Green Trust and
Enercon, have a wide experience in
realizing nature inclusive wind farms.
During the construction of the Wind
Farm Lički Medvjed a number of
measures will be taken to reduce the
impact on nature and wildlife.
Those measures are:








Shut down system for bats (at certain wind speeds, temperature, from sunset till sunrise) to reduce
bat mortality
Bat Protection System (BPS)
Camera detection system for eagles or critically endangered birds
Limitations on construction at particular locations during activity hours or important denning periods
Coordination during construction of an ecologist
Closing roads of wind farm in order to reduce traffic disturbance (during operation)
Painting one blade of the turbines (e.g. black or red)

Furthermore, the wind farm likes to enforce nature and wildlife:




Wind Fund for large carnivore Habitat Conservation
Habitat Management (Forest Management, restricted hunting areas, roe deer reintroduction)
Tree planting in areas that have been demolished

Both the initiators have a lot of experience with techniques on other wind farms. These wind farms were also
built in nature wide areas:
> Windpark Krammer
102 MW / 34 wind turbines, located at the Krammersluizen the Netherlands
(Nature2000 area)
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An independent ecologist monitored construction and set up an ecological work protocol
A new and special breeding island for birds was realized
One of the planned and permitted wind turbines hasn’t been built due to bird routes
DTBird and DTBat is installed to identify birds and stop the wind turbines when they come to close
to the turbines
Special Sand Martin walls were built and this was a big success: the walls housed more than over 100
nests!
During breeding season, construction was prohibited
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See the movie about nature inclusive wind farm development for Windpark Krammer at
www.velickimedvjed.eu.
Sand Martin wall at
Windpark Krammer with
more than 100 nests

> Markbygdenwind farm
1000 MW / 1101 wind turbines, Sweden
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Conference: Nature Inclusive Wind Farm Development
Furthermore, both parties are constantly seeking for new information and techniques. Specialists around the
world on this topic are consulted and even brought together by the initiators for a special conference about
this topic on 5 November 2021. 140 participants from industries such as Croatian developers, government
organizations and other interested people joined this event to learn and inspire each other and listen to
experts from around the world. By bringing experts and governmental organizations together, the initiators
hope to have facilitated a network for nature inclusive development in Croatia where lessons learned and
innovation will be shared.
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Social Inclusive Wind Farm
It’s the initiator’s mission to realize a wind farm together with the region. There are several ways how VE
Licki Medvjed will be a proud asset to the region.
Communication
The project won’t be developed under the radar. It is important that locals and stakeholders have a say in an
early stage, when the project can still be adjusted. The wind farm would like to keep everyone involved and
hear wished, ideas of participation and concerns. We are here to listen and are open for input.
Communication will be done in a few ways:
Personal contact/information gatherings
In the past years, the initiators have organized a few meetings to talk with inhabitants from the region and
for the coming periods, the wind farm will also be present at a lot of events to engage with the local
community.






Information meeting hotel Zvonimir in Otocac – 18 March 2020
Eco Ethno Gacka rair Otocac June 2020
Ethno Gacka fair June 2021
Gacka run – 2 October 2021
Information meeting with citizens Dabar – November 2021

Online communication
Everything about the project is communicated through the website www.velickimedvjed.eu and the
Instagram page @velickimedvjed.
Events
During construction, several events will be organized to keep the community informed. Open Days,
excursions and other activities will keep everyone up to speed with the project. And off course a big opening
for the whole region will be organized: it is a wind farm for the region and everyone should celebrate that.
Education
VE Licki Medvjed wants to give back to the community by education:


Knowledge road
A so called ‘knowledge road’ with five information panels has been developed along the road to the
metmast. When walking this road, a hiker learns everything about how wind becomes power. We
intend to organize several excursions to this road, for local school or other interested organisations.



School lessons

Lessons to local schools about sustainable energy have already been given and will be held
for every school interested.
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World Cleanup Day
With the World Cleanup Day in September, VE Licki Medvjed gave away prizes to school children who
cleaned up the environment. This will be a yearly competition to encourage children to keep the
environment clean.

Opening of the knowledge road by
VELM director Tijmen Keesmaat and
Goran Bukovac, mayor of Otocac

Financial benefits
It is important that the region also benefits financially.
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‘Wind fund’
VE Licki Medvjed sets up a wind fund for the region. Dependable on the amount of wind turbines
installed, a fixed fee will be deposited in this fund and an amount of €200.000 annually is expected
to be given. The region can use this money for sustainable projects in the region. An undependable
committee will be in charge of dividing this fund and judging the applications.



Enforcing local economy
Jobs will be created for the local community during construction and operation of the wind farm.
Around 500 employees will be working on the construction of the wind farm, and around 100 during
operation of the wind farm (30 years). Local entrepreneurs will be selected as suppliers of the wind
farm.
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Other benefits
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Improved infrastructure
◦ Construction of the 25 km local road between highway and National park Plitvice.
◦ Investment into the national 400 kV electric grid.



Clean energy for the region
◦ Production of the „green energy” 425 MW power supply.
◦ Yearly electric energy production 1 TWh.
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Showcase:

Windpark Krammer
Wind farm Krammer is the biggest
citizen initiative in Netherlands

The initiators have a wide experience in developing wind farms in a social inclusive way where the local
community was involved from the beginning of the project. We believe that a wind farm should be built with
and for the community. Both Enercon and Green Trust developed Windpark Krammer. Windpark Krammer
is the largest citizen’s initiative of the Netherlands. Two cooperatives with together more than 5000 members
took the initiative to develop this wind farm of 34 wind turbines on the border of two provinces: Zuid-Holland
and Zeeland. This wind farm turned out to be an asset for the region: inhabitants were extremely proud of
this wind farm. We didn’t just make empty promises, but the region could actually participate in the wind
farm and benefit financially.

Below you can find the list of things we did to make sure everyone was involved.
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Communication
It was impossible to not know what was going on. We communicated every step in the process to
every stakeholder. Through a quarterly advertisement in local papers with the process and possible
traffic nuisance, flyers, postcards to 50.000 recipients around the wind farm, a digital newsletter, all
social media possible (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram), a website, a smartphone app and
much more. People might not have been happy about the wind farm being built, at least they knew
everything about it.

Krammer smart phone
app with production and
other information
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Events
In Holland we have the expression: “Unknown makes unloved”. What really
helped in creating goodwill for the environment, were Open Days. We held
one during the construction especially for the close region, and one for the
rest. It created goodwill because inhabitants could actually see the
technique that was used and it made them quite proud that something this
innovative was being built in their neighbourhood. They also spoke to many
people who constructed the wind farm and could ask all their questions, so
the unknown became known. We also organized excursions for schools and
companies for free: they got educated about sustainable energy, the wind
farm itself and got a tour inside the wind farm.
During the open day,
locals got information
about the wind farm

At the open day, locals could come close to the parts of the wind turbines
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Windpark Krammer held
excursions for schools and
companies

A special event was organized to match local suppliers with
the contractors. Around 30 local suppliers were involved in
the construction after this event.
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And last but not least, when construction of the wind farm was finished , Krammer organised a big
opening party. We invited the King of the Netherlands, Willem-Alexander, to perform the official
opening, a run through the wind farm for adults and kids, a special event for all the builders and
other contributors to the construction, and organized a free festival for 1500 people around the
wind farm. Everyone around the wind farm celebrated. See the movie about the opening on
www.velickimedvjed.eu!

The King of the Netherlands opened the wind farm officially

1500 locals
celebrated
the opening
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Financial benefits
People around the wind farm could participate financially in the wind farm in a few ways:


Wind fund for the region
A special fund was set up in which the wind farm deposited an annual amount of money of €90.000,. An independent board decides twice a year which local sustainable projects would receive that
money for their realization. For example solar panels at the cafeterias of the local football club and
the local tennis club, electric car-sharing, a special dance-floor for a primary school and many more!



Wind fund for the people close to the wind farm
A special fund was also set up for inhabitants living close to the wind farm. In a circle of maximum 2
kilometres, people living around the wind farm receive an annual compensation for their sustainable
electricity bill.



Bond loan (divided in two)
A bond loan of in total 23 million euros with a high interest (up to 8%!) has been executed for people
in the region of the wind farm and members of the cooperatives. In total around 2000 people
participated in the bond loan and they receive a high interest and therefore benefit financially. They
really feel the wind farm is a bit of them because they invested! This group is a special stakeholder
group and the wind farm keeps them involved a lot with special newsletters and events.

Wind fund for the region
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‘There can be no
sustainable development,
without sustainable
energy development’
Margot Wallstrom
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